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Graphics and Design in Learning
November 9, 2021

Nancy Bacon 
nancy@nancybacon.com
www.nancybacon.com 

www.nancybacon.com/graphics

Webpage

Resources

“Bye Bye Bullet Points”
Slidedeck with 16 ways to show 
information without using bullet 
points.
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Zoom Annotate
View 

Options

Chat 
box

Presenter 
view

Switch 
viewsZoom Orientation

Participants 
(change name option)Audio/video settings

Closed 
captioning
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Zoom on an iPhone

What do you produce as a regular part of your job?

Workbooks

Presentations

Jobaids

Newsletter

Handouts

Marketing materials

Reports

Website

Social media

Who do you typically work with on these projects?

Consultants

Colleagues

Partners

Other

General public

Members

Trainers
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How much you think about graphics and design now?

1

I don’t think about 
graphics and design 
at all. 
#powerpointtemplates

10

My friends call me 
Picasso. I always 
integrate design 

into my products. 

5

I give graphics 
and design 

thought. I give 
content thought. I 

split my time 
50/50.

Nancy Bacon

Instructional 
designer

Create outcome-
centered nonprofit 

curriculum.

Teacher
Create learning 
experiences that 

move people to action

Nonprofit leader
Former Executive 
Director, Program 

Director, Board 
President, & 

Volunteer

Speaker
Nonprofit Radio 
Show co-host

Nonprofit sector 
cheerleader
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Information dump Instructional design
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Memory

Performance

Cognitive load What goes in

What STAYS in

What they then do

What we are focused on

Goal

Increase learning Reduce effort       
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Graphics Learning

Visual presentation of information: images and text 

My goals for us
You can explain how graphics & design are key to 
powerful learning.

You have a plan to “right size” graphics rules to 
your work.

You practice applying those rules to improve your 
learning experiences. 
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WHAT

Design 
elements + 
key 
functions

WHY

Adult 
learning 
research

HOW

Process

Small group 
conversations

RESOURCES

My and 
your ideas 
for tools to 
help us

Overview

WHY

Adult 
learning 
research
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1 Learning styles

Everyone is a visual learner.

Why

2 Dual coding theory

We remember information better if we 
process it both verbally and non-verbally. Why

Visual stimuli

Meaning
Memory

Verbal stimuli

Graphic
Language
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3 Redundancy principle

Visual text + verbal information impedes learning

Visual graphics + verbal information supports learning. 

Why

This is a 
picture 
of a 
sunny 
day.

This is a 
picture of a 
sunny day.

This is a 
picture of a 
sunny day.

Redundant instruction Non-redundant instruction

Redundancy principle

Why
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4 Novice vs. expert 

The more complex the information, the 
greater the need for visual support.

Why

5 Attention

When two vehicles reach an 
intersection at the  same time, 
and all-way stop signs or 
flashing red traffic lights control 
the intersection, the driver on 
the left must yield right of way 
to the driver on the right.

Driver’s Manual 

1. The car on the right has 
the right of way.

2. The car on the left yields.

Why

Words Graphic
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5 Attention

Goal

• Increase participants’ learning
• Reduce the effort required to learn

“Diagrammatic representations typically 
display information that is only implicit in 
sentential representations and that 
therefore has to be computed, sometimes 
at great cost, to make use of it.” 

6

Why

More information
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28-page guide
Why

Why
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RULES

I will ________________________________.

I will not _____________________________.

LET’S PRACTICE

You are working on a presentation with a few colleagues. You 
are stressed for time. Your colleagues decide that you should 
skip graphics and focus on copying and pasting text into a 
PowerPoint slidedeck. 

What will you say to make the case for a focus on graphics and 
design?
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WHAT

Key 
functions 
& design 
elements

Key functions

Design elements

Purpose

Where you are 
going with the 
design

Design 
elements

What you’ve got in 
your design suitcase

Explain concept

Provide navigation
Show progression

Decorate

Key functions

Add dimension

Reinforce learning

Tell a story

Show concept

31
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Progression

Navigation
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Conceptual

Metaphorical

Crossing bridges Climbing mountains Going on a road trip
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Seductive-augmentation research

“The addition of seductive-
augmentations creates a reliable 
disturbance at the micro level for 
many of the learning situations 
studied, making it less likely that 
learners will learn the main points 
presented in the instructional 
material.”

Will Thalheimer, PhD

Decorative graphics

Robin Williams in The Non-Designer’s Presentation Book:

“I realize there is a strong belief in making sure that every darn 
slide in the entire deck has at least one company logo on it…. 
Is the point to make sure they don’t forget who you are? 
Hmmm, wouldn’t the audience be more inclined to remember 
you if (1) your presentation is clear and relevant, and (2) the 
handouts are terrific and useful and nice-looking so they will be 
kept and not trashed?”
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RULES

I will ____________________.

I will not _________________.

Explain concept

Provide navigation
Show progression

Decorate

Key functions

Add dimension

Reinforce learning

Tell a story

Show concept

Design elements

Images

Color

Text

Layout
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Images

Photograph Illustrations Silhouette Icons & symbols Info graphics Shapes

Selecting the right image

What type of graphic will…

What is the purpose and 
function of the graphic?

…add meaning to the content?
…support the learning process?
…project the tone I want to convey?
…be cohesive with the rest of the design?
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Color

Improves visual cues

Improves retention

Improves storytelling

Colors: Good
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Colors: Bad

Colors: Blindness
Normal

Green-blind

Red-weak

Red-blind

Green-blind

Blue-blind

Blue-weak

Total color blindness
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Color

Use a 
consistent 

color 
palette

Use color as 
part of a 
visual 

hierarchy

Use cues in 
addition to 

color

Use 
culturally

appropriate
colors

Hyperlinks
Keys/legends
Contrast

Text
Centered text is the most difficult to read. It is fine for titles 

but not for text.

Justified text is hard to read. It is particularly challenging for
people with blindness because the spacing is inconsistent. It
stretches the sentences in weird ways.

Left aligned with ragged right is by far the easiest to read. Since 
we want to reduce any stress associated with reading, we want to 
left align any blocks of text. 
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Text

San serif Serif

Text

Legibility

Hierarchy

Perception/believability

Ease

Priority

Emotion

“What is good typography?” by Margaret Meps Schulte (www.nancybacon.com/graphics)
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Layout
1 2

3

4

1 2

43

Layout

View > Show 
> Gridlines, Guides

Chunk Grid Contiguity
We learn better when 
related words and pictures 
are presented near each 
other.
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Layout
• Bullet points were originally created to help presenters manage lists.
• They have become central to many presentations, containing full ideas 

that the presenter wants to remember to say. (Isn’t that what the notes 
section is for?)

• The use of so many bullet points challenges our learning goals. We 
need people to stay awake if they are going to learn.

• There are so many ways to present information other than bullet 
points. Good thing this course provides a free slidedeck with 16 ideas.

• The research shows that when multiple similar objects are present, the 
one that differs from the rest is most likely to be remembered.

Layout

Bullet points 
were originally 
created to help 
presenters 
manage lists.

They have 
become central 
to many 
presentations, 
containing full 
ideas that the 
presenter 
wants to 
remember to 
say.

The use of so 
many bullet 
points 
challenges our 
learning goals. 
We need 
people to stay 
awake if they 
are going to 
learn.

There are so 
many ways to 
present 
information 
other than bullet 
points. 
Good thing this 
course 
provides a free 
slidedeck with 
16 ideas.

The research 
shows that when 
multiple similar 
objects are 
present, the one 
that differs from 
the rest is most 
likely to be 
remembered.
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RULES

I will ____________________.

I will not _________________.

Images

Color TextLayout

HOW

Process 1

2

3

4

Why: Purpose + functions

What: Design elements (project style guide)

Instructional design process

How did we do: Review process
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BEFORE

AFTER
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BEFORE

AFTER
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Small group discussions

You now have a list of rules. Practice applying them to a document or presentation that you have produced.

What do you see now?
What rules could you apply to make it better?
What would be hard about applying those rules?
How would you address those barriers? 

Resources

Design tools

Canva

Powerpoint tools

Poweruser

Brightslide

Photos

Unsplash
Duotone 

Illustrations
* A learning-focused graphic designer is an important part of your team.*

Blush 

Black Illustrations 
Undraw 

Icons

Health Icons 
Noun Project www.nancybacon.com/graphics
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